


☐ Hide your browser bookmarks.

For example, in Google Chrome go to View -> uncheck Always Show Bookmarks.

☐ Hide your browser extensions.

In Google Chrome, click on the line next to the star in the address bar until you see a small 
resize arrow. Take that arrow and move it towards the right until all your extensions are hidden.

☐ Use Presenter Mode in applicable programs.

For example, in Chrome you can choose View -> Enter Presentation Mode. This will make 
your browser full screen and block everything else out.

☐ Hide your application and folder dock.

[Mac only tip] Hide your dock so that people won't be distracted looking at all of the applications 
you use.

☐ Say “no” to distracting desktops.

If you have a personal photo on your desktop, change it to a traditional background for the time 
being and remove any file folders temporarily.

☐ Clean up your icons.

If you have other desktop icons, remove them temporarily or create a desktop folder with a 
generic name to place everything in.

☐ Turn off all app notifications.

Remember to turn off anything that may distract your presentation, such as calendar reminders.

☐ Hide any other personal items.

If there is anything else on your screen that you don't want to be seen, such as your first and 
last name in your user toolbar, take care of it now.

☐ Restart your computer.

It's always a good idea to close out anything running in the background that you really don't 
need. Give your computer a fresh start.



☐ Close any resource-intensive software.

If any applications are using extra memory or are resource intensive, close them after your 
computer restarts.

☐ Turn on your do not disturb setting. 

This setting is available for most computers and will mute any sounds coming through.

☐ Close any programs which might make noise.

This includes apps such as your email client, social media apps, or messaging programs like 
Slack.

☐ Silence your phone. 

Put it in airplane mode or turn on do not disturb. Remember, a vibrating phone can still make 
noise.

☐ Create a quiet space.

Close all doors and windows, remember the doorbell, remember the garage door, remember 
heating and air conditioning.


